The future: re-imagining the best possible definition of PDF

Specifications, standards, agility, correctness and the reliability imperative
Why?

NOTE: The ISO/IEC 14492 dated reference for JBIG was in the 2020 dated revision of PDF 2.0.


NOTE: The ISO/IEC 14492-22 dated reference was in the 2020 dated revision of PDF 2.0.


NOTE: This is an unedited reference in PDF 2.0, but the URL here is to the ISO 2014 published edition. ISO TCI TIFF 6 is currently working on a PRC dated revision to fix errata on the URL when updated when PRC achieves ISO status.


NOTE: Errata #181 changed ISO 15078-1 to an unedited reference for all ICC profile that contain an ICC header profile version of 4.x. This supports the dated revision of ISO 15078 that is in progress with ISO TC 130. An equivalent specification is available at https://www.color.org/specification/ICC-1-2022-05.pdf


NOTE: The ISO/IEC 15444-1 dated reference for JPEG 2000 was in the 2020 dated revision of PDF 2.0.
It looks like there are errors and inconsistencies in the PDF specification. Would you like help with that?
Why now?
Thank you
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